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Place, Culture, and Power

As part of an effort to revitalize the Pooshee plantation in St. John's Berkeley parish during the early decades of the nineteenth century, Dr. Henry Ravenel endeavored to have a wall built to enclose and raise the water around a limestone spring. This spring was no ordinary pool of water, however. Like many other limestone springs in the area, it had a deep opening and on occasion expelled considerable amounts of water. Because of this, people had taken to calling it a fountain following the terminology of the time. Within and around this fountain resided a water spirit known as a “cymbee.” The presence of the cymbee prompted a local elder of African and Native descent to confront Ravenel about the construction of the wall, which the elder contended would offend the spirit, thus causing the cymbee to leave and the spring to disappear. Despite the elder’s protestations, Ravenel built his wall, and the fountain and its cymbee remained features of the plantation for a few more generations. The elder’s warning, however, came true almost a century later as the springs, Pooshee, and many other plantations vanished under the floodwaters created by the damming of the Cooper River.¹

The Pooshee cymbee survived the Ravenel crisis, which came as no surprise, as it had already endured droughts, wars, and the endemic violence of enslavement experienced by the sons and daughters of Africa who knew and venerated the spirit. The Pooshee cymbee was not alone;

throughout the parishes of upper St. John’s Berkeley and St. Stephen’s, the
waters of several limestone springs on plantations housed cymbees. These
cymbees, too, had remained in their abodes and in the lives of African-
descended people well into the twentieth century. These remarkable resi-
dents of the springs were the Lowcountry manifestations of Kongo nature
spirits known as the simbi, entities once central to Kongo perceptions of
the spiritual landscape. The simbi served as guardians of the natural envi-
ronment and of the people who lived in their domains and functioned as
the chief intermediaries between the physical “land of the living” and the
spiritual “land of the dead.”

The simbi represented much more, as well. They were markers of
beginnings and of the deep past. They exemplified the original inhabit-
ants of a territory, and the relationships these spirits had with people
imparted a status of primacy to anchor communities of the living in a
country. Where people recognized the existence of the simbi, they were
simultaneously making certain claims about their own relationship to
their surroundings. In short, the living declared that they belonged to the
land and that the land belonged to them. For captive Africans displaced
from their home societies and familiar environments, such a statement
served to ground them in novel settings in ways absolutely necessary to
reestablishing connections between the land of the living and the land of
the dead, bring children into this new world, grow food for their families,
resist the ravages of disease, struggle with the countless assaults on their
humanity inherent in the experiences of captivity and enslavement, con-
test the claims to power by oppressors, live, and die.

In fortifying the bonds between people and the land in both its
physical and spiritual aspects, the simbi played an essential role in the
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formation and maintenance of communities of the living. Although it may seem that the simbi as nature spirits belonged to a realm removed from the activities and concerns of human society, they were always profoundly interested in those who inhabited their domains. They often initiated relationships with the living by communicating through dreams or by “seizing” those who ventured near their abodes. They commanded storms, floods, and droughts to remind people of their obligations to the simbi and bestowed blessings for proper veneration. Additionally, the simbi punished or rewarded based on adherence to their codes for behavior. Those who violated these laws typically instigated familial discord and social disorder, which elicited additional trouble from the simbi. In all of these ways, the simbi could help build communities of the living or take away the support needed to preserve them.

The simbi, then, tell us about the people who knew them and interacted with them as indispensible aspects of daily life. As such, the simbi are fundamental to the story of how African newcomers and their Lowcountry-born descendants conceived of their relationships with the natural environment and the meanings they attached to the spiritual landscape. This story about the formation and elaboration of the environmental and spiritual cultures of African-descended people in the South Carolina Lowcountry includes many other elements that on the surface do not appear related to the affinities between the simbi and communities of the living. Yet even the most mundane pursuits, such as planting, fishing, and hunting, entailed engagement with the spiritual forces inherent in the natural world. African newcomers from diverse backgrounds understood this, and those from Kongo knew this required contact with the simbi. People of African descent also accepted that the physical landscape had sacred dimensions that had to be engaged for both the spiritual development of individuals and the well-being of communities. This notion, too, was embraced by many of the African societies from which the captives who landed in the Lowcountry originated. People from Kongo and West-Central Africa in general expected that this process involved the simbi or similar nature spirits known by different names. It was for these reasons that people remembered and respected the Lowcountry simbi long after the African newcomers arrived on the shores of South Carolina and became part of the soil in this new land. It is for these reasons, too, that the simbi remain essential to any reconstruction of the histories of the environmental and spiritual cultures of African-descended communities in the Lowcountry.
Indeed, the simbi comprised a vital component of the cultural dialogue in the long transition from the polycultural world formed by diverse Africans and their descendants during the height of the Atlantic trade to a single community largely unified in terms of culture and identity in the nineteenth century. This process transpired over several generations, and the simbi remained relevant and acquired new meanings during this shift, so that they transformed from a specific legacy of Kongo people to become a shared element of Black Lowcountry culture into the twentieth century. Similar to other aspects of Black Lowcountry culture that grew from older African contexts, the simbi represented both a link to the ancestral cultures of African-descended people and a means to bring people together to forge new communities of the living. Further, the simbi ensured that these new communities would be nourished through strong roots in the landscape of the Lowcountry.4

THE SIMBI AND THE LOWCOUNTRY AS A CULTURAL PLACE

The simbi in their various manifestations played evolving roles in the spiritual culture of African-descended people throughout the Lowcountry, yet their stronghold remained the springs found near the headwaters of the western branch of the Cooper River in upper St. John’s Berkeley parish and into adjacent areas of St. Stephen’s parish, a section known as the limestone region.5 No absolute rule or overriding principle in the Kongo background of the simbi dictated that they had to inhabit these springs, although simbi in many parts of Kongo appeared frequently in pools as well as in rivers, waterfalls, stones, forests, and mountains. The


features and spaces that could be occupied by the simbi were many. The springs of the limestone region, however, were special as natural landmarks and spiritual sites. The confluence of both meant that the springs served as the home of the simbi from some time early in the settlement of the Lowcountry to well into the twentieth century. For this reason alone, the limestone region was a place like no other in the Lowcountry and, indeed, in mainland North America.

At the same time that the presence of the simbi made this small part of the Lowcountry unique, it revealed the Lowcountry to be an extension of the far-flung Bantu-Atlantic spiritual landscape rooted in West-Central Africa with branches that extended throughout the diaspora, including Brazil, Cuba, Dutch Guiana (Suriname), and Saint-Domingue (Haiti). This historical geography illustrates that each simbi represented a specific manifestation of an individual spirit in a particular place, while the simbi as a kind of spirit existed everywhere. Moreover, the ubiquity of the simbi indicates that captive West-Central Africans expected to find these spirits on the western shores of the Atlantic, and they did. The fact that Kongo captives taken to the Lowcountry, like their compatriots in other lands, found the simbi there lends credence to the understanding that the shared spiritual cultures of Africans from particular regions could find meaningful expression in different locations despite divergences in the unique combinations of economic, political, and demographic variables that shaped the histories of various American societies.


The recognition of the presence of the simbi in South Carolina locates the Lowcountry as a cultural place firmly within the African-Atlantic world and not an anomaly (as has been the case in North American–centered scholarship). Further, this reinforces the understanding that the fundamental character of African-based culture in the Lowcountry derived from the same sources as other African-Atlantic cultures; the minds and actions of African-descended people. While this does not constitute a particularly innovative observation, the centrality of the cultural knowledge and choices of people of African descent has often been treated as a factor secondary to a kind of geographical or environmental determinism in cultural processes. For many, including scholars, the Lowcountry and its sea islands have long represented a cultural preserve in which the customs of many generations past have been sustained without change, at least until the intrusion of the modern world and land developers began an unrelenting surge of personal dislocation and cultural destruction. Whereas the rest of African America increasingly assimilated into the larger American cultural setting during slavery and especially after emancipation, the land and water of the coastal plain created a barrier of islands, waterways, and swamps that separated the inhabitants from the same social and cultural forces that reshaped the lives of African-descended people everywhere else. The fidelity of an original cultural heritage derived from this isolation and made the sea islands a place where a “whole body of traditions, superstitions, language and mental background were [sic] handed down practically unchanged” among a people “untouched by a changing world.”


This characterization, as pervasive as it remains, misrepresents the cultural history of the Lowcountry and African America. Its greatest weakness derives from its reliance on a form of geographical or environmental determinism that ignores the ability of African-descended people to actively form and transmit their own cultures. We will return to this concern shortly. Most significant at this point is that the imagined geographical isolation of the South Carolina Lowcountry does not have a firm basis in the historical geography of the region. For people attuned to traveling over land in cars that need roads and bridges, the water presents barriers. The multitude of waterways and wetlands would appear as inhibitors to effective movement and interaction. People who have lived with and on the water have seen it differently, however. Many rivers and channels dissected the seaboard and made overland travel difficult, but in no way isolated Lowcountry communities. In assessing the economic value of this trait of the region one eighteenth-century commentator related, “The coast is also chequered with a variety of fine islands, around which the sea flows, and opens excellent channels, for the easy conveyance of produce to the market.”

Another keen observer from the early eighteenth century remarking on the coastal plain’s hydrography said that, “These inland Passages are of great Use to the Inhabitants, who without being exposed to the open Sea, travel with Safety in Boats and Peeragua’s.” The interlocking system of navigable waterways that connected barrier islands to marshlands and penetrated the mainland at numerous points along the
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coast provided one of the distinct features of the coastal plain’s geography that facilitated rather than hindered the cohesion of Lowcountry society.¹¹

Waterways provided the most efficient means of transporting people and goods, encouraging early European colonizers to build plantations on accessible locations by rivers. If anything, reliance on water transport united the entire seaboard into a single, cohesive realm. From the late seventeenth century through the mid-nineteenth century when the work of enslaved people in the forests and fields served the interests of enslavers, commerce, travel, and communication relied on the waterways that ran toward the sea and linked every manor to the busy Atlantic port of Charleston. No plantation could afford to be isolated since access to markets was of the utmost economic importance.¹²

Establishing plantations in this way eased movement and communication for enslaved people, as well. Plantation boatmen spent days on the water, various plantations, and in Charleston delivering messages and commodities to planters and markets while associating and trading with other enslaved people along the way. Enslaved people throughout the Lowcountry made or had access to boats for hunting and fishing or even to sell to plantation owners. This extensive mobility allowed enslaved people to maintain familial, ethnic, and commercial connections throughout the Lowcountry. These ties not only kept people on various plantations in contact but also linked Charleston to the countryside, particularly through market activities. This business carried on to the extent that white residents of the Lowcountry routinely grumbled about enslaved people’s capacity to “keep canoes, and to breed and raise horses, neat cattle and hogs, and to traffic and barter in several parts of

the Province, for the particular and peculiar benefit of such slaves.”

Further, enslaved people also traversed dense woods between the water and roads with such confidence that they often served as guides for less capable travelers. These early endeavors to ply the waters and cross the land to maintain personal bonds and gain some wealth remained the norm after emancipation. Even for those on small and remote islands, the coastal routes of local steamships ensured regular connections between Charleston and Savannah, and from these ports links to the larger world beyond.

The illusion of isolation has had the effect of rendering the relationship between African-descended people and their natural surroundings as passive, a claim that remains fundamentally contradictory to their history. The engagement of Africans and their Carolina-born descendants with the landscape of the Lowcountry has been profound and continuous, changing as the world around them has changed. African-descended people during the days of slavery mastered the cultivation of rice, indigo, and long-staple cotton as each of these in turn emerged as the predominant means for enslavers to amass wealth. Later, becoming free people and landowners imbued the landscape with other dimensions of power. In the first half of the twentieth century, however, the boll weevil’s decimation of cotton, abuse of oyster beds by overharvesting and pollution, and flooding of homes and fields for a massive electrification project sent people in various directions, whether into neighboring communities, growing cities of the South, or up North in search of jobs and other opportunities. Unfortunately for many, as the twentieth century entered its second half, the loss of ownership and access to the land denied African-descended
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people economic choices and divorced communities from a fundamental element of their cultural grounding. Each of these shifts entailed the challenges of reconsidering livelihoods, relocating the places called home, and redefining how people lived with the land. Clearly, the role of the landscape in influencing the cultures of the islands and the rural mainland was not in isolating people from the outside world. Rather, the long, sustained relationship with the land and water of the Lowcountry provided a context in which knowledge imparted by African ancestors remained most relevant as successive generations recalled and reworked this knowledge to inform their understandings of the physical and spiritual meanings of the natural environment.

One of the best-known expressions of this relationship has been the burial of the dead with personal and symbolic items placed on graves. These sacred sites were found throughout South Carolina, not just the Lowcountry, and in other places in the American South.
